
10 Tips For Setting Up Theatrical Screenings
For Your Film
Are you a filmmaker looking to showcase your work on the big screen? Setting up
theatrical screenings for your film can be a thrilling experience that allows you to
connect with your audience in a unique way. However, organizing these
screenings can be a complex task that requires careful planning and execution.

1. Identify Your Target Audience

Before diving into the logistics of setting up a theatrical screening, it's crucial to
identify your target audience. Understanding who your film appeals to will help
you determine the best venues, cities, and marketing strategies to reach your
intended viewers.

2. Scout for Suitable Venues

Find venues that align with the theme and tone of your film. Consider traditional
theaters, independent cinemas, or even unique spaces such as art galleries or
community centers. Factors to consider when choosing a venue include seating
capacity, technical capabilities, and location.
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3. Secure the Necessary Licenses

Ensure you have the proper licenses and permissions required to screen your
film in a public setting. This may include obtaining public performance rights or
agreements with distributors if needed.

4. Create a Budget

Determine the financial resources you have available for the screening. Consider
expenses such as venue rental, marketing materials, staff, and any additional
costs associated with the event. Creating a budget will help you stay organized
and ensure you can cover all necessary expenses.

5. Develop a Marketing Strategy

Marketing is crucial for attracting an audience to your screening. Utilize social
media platforms, targeted online ads, local partnerships, and press releases to
generate buzz around your film. Craft compelling descriptions, captivating trailers,
and eye-catching posters to grab the attention of potential viewers.

6. Collaborate with Local Film Festivals or Organizations

Partnering with local film festivals or organizations can help amplify your film's
exposure. By coordinating a screening as part of their events or utilizing their
established networks, you can reach a broader audience and benefit from their
expertise and resources.

7. Plan Q&A Sessions or Panel Discussions

Enhance the cinematic experience by organizing Q&A sessions or panel
discussions after the screening. This allows viewers to engage with the film on a
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deeper level and provides an opportunity for you to connect with your audience,
gather feedback, and create lasting connections.

8. Consider Ticket Sales and Pricing

Determine whether you want to charge for tickets or offer free screenings. Pricing
should be reasonable and aligned with the perceived value of your film. Offering
limited-time discounts or early-bird tickets can also incentivize attendance and
build excitement.

9. Organize Technical Requirements

Ensure you have all the necessary technical equipment and personnel to screen
your film smoothly. Work with the venue to understand their technical capabilities
and confirm any additional equipment or assistance required.

10. Evaluate and Learn from the Experience

After the screenings conclude, evaluate the overall success of the event. Analyze
attendance, audience feedback, and the impact on your film's visibility. Take note
of what worked well and what could be improved upon for future screenings.

Setting up theatrical screenings for your film can be an exciting and rewarding
undertaking. By following these ten tips, you can enhance your chances of
hosting successful screenings that attract and engage your target audience.
Remember, a well-executed screening can create lasting memories for both you
and your viewers, ultimately contributing to the success of your film.
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10 Tips for Setting Up Theatrical Screening for Your Film describes how to set up
a series of screening after your initial premiere. It suggests doing these additional
screenings to get more recognition for a film with broad appeal, and it describes
how and where to select theaters in different cities. It indicates the kinds of costs
to expect for showings in different types of theaters and recommends creating a
marketing plan to guide you in doing these screenings to gain more recognition to
help with the other types of distribution you do.

The book is formatted like a journal, so listeners can write down their ideas for
what to do after listening to each tip.The book is part of a series of short books, in
which each book features tips and techniques for becoming more successful in
the film industry.

About the author: Gini Graham Scott, PhD is a screenplay writer, indie film
producer, and TV game/reality show developer, plus a nonfiction writer who has
published over 200 books - 50 for traditional publishers and 150 for her own
company Changemakers Publishing. She also writes, reviews, and ghostwrites
scripts and books for clients. She has written scripts for 20 feature films and has
written and executive produced 10 films and TV projects.
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